JULY 14
4, 2014 – To
oronto, ON and Palo Alto, CA – (T
TSX-V:SEV) Spectra7 M
Microsystemss Inc.
(the “Co
ompany” or
o “Spectra
a7”), a hig
gh performa
ance consumer interco
onnect com
mpany
delivering
g unprecede
ented bandw
width, powe
er, resolution
n and speed
d to enable
e new classes of
industrial design forr consumer and mobile
e products, today anno
ounced the Company’s new
DisplayD
Direct™ WR7
7100 produc
ct. The WR
R7100 is the first chip off its kind to e
enable weavvable
interconn
nects that can
c
deliver real-time
r
de
eep color 4K
K UHD reso
olution from wearable vvisual
systems to on-perso
on mobile phones and storage devvices. Unlike
e current virtual reality (VR)
platforms
s which are
e restricted to a non-portable GPU
U / computte console up to 3m a
away,
interconn
nects design
ned with the WR7100 arre weavable
e and flexible
e enough to
o connect directly
on-perso
on and levera
age the imm
minent advan
nced processsing power in the latest mobile phon
nes.
aneous cam
First-pers
son video ca
apture today
y is limited to
o bulky, extra
mera-units on
n the user’s head
or equipm
ment compa
ared to lightw
weight weara
able computting devicess such as gla
asses which
h now
benefit frrom stereos
scopic first-p
person 4K ca
apture. Un
ntethered ap
pplications ffor on-perso
on 4K
capture includes sma
art glasses, gaming, virtual reality, ssports, cinem
matography, training, military,
automotive and aviation. Spe
ectra7’s WR
R7100 uniq uely enable
es lightweig
ght wearable
e 4K
products to move high-speed
h
data over virtually un detectable interconneccts with ultra
a-low
latency and
a without the need for external po
ower. Thesse interconne
ects can now
w be woven
n with
sub-minia
ature, weava
able copperr fibers to co
onnect ”on-p
person” visua
al systems tto the user’ss “onperson” mobile deviice, deliverin
ng up to 4K
K Ultra HD resolution. With wide
espread ado
option
across industries in
ne, biometrrics, fitnesss and conssumer
ncluding fas
shion, gamiing, medicin
devices, the market for wearable
e devices is
s projected tto grow to m
more than $1
11 billion in 2015
according
g to a recent report from
m NPD Displa
aySearch.
“Ultra-sm
mall, ultra-lig
ght weight and high fllexibility are
e absolute requirementts for the latest
wearable
e technology
y products,” said Paul Gray, Directorr of Europea
an Research
h, DisplaySe
earch.
“Weavab
ble, almost thread-like
t
interconnectts capable o
of delivering
g these musst-have funcctions
are critica
al to the rapid proliferation across th
he wearabless ecosystem
m.”
By enablling new lev
vels of miniaturization, portability
p
an d flexibility p
previously u
unavailable tto the
market, the
t Compan
ny believes products
p
des
signed with its DisplayD
Direct™ wea
arable techno
ology
deliver th
he essential features to weave
w
electronics directtly into the fa
abric of garm
ments including:

 Nano-scale wire: Enabling wire-thin, weavable interconnects by reducing the wire gauge
to just 0.04 inches thin – the cross-sectional area of 50 of these wires bundled together is
as small as the head of a pin.
 “Carbon-fiber” light: Achieving an up to 85% reduction in copper in the cable results in
interconnects that are up 5 times lighter as the WR7100 enables conductive fibers that
can be integrated unnoticeably into garments and clothing.
 Ultra-flexibility, high bandwidth: Optimizing the minimum bend radius for the cable to
enable fiber-optic levels of interconnect bendability while maximizing signal integrity
performance and up to 4K Ultra HD resolution.
 Ultra Small Form Factor – At just 2mm by 2mm the WR7100 chip is small enough to fit
through the eye of a needle.
“Wearable devices have the potential to become truly pervasive,” said Tony Stelliga, CEO of
Spectra7. “Spectra7’s unique approach to wearable technologies transforms the user
experience by enabling consumers to capture and/or experience immersive 4K resolution
without noticeable latency or interconnect bulk and weight as a result of this new breakthrough
chip.”
Spectra7’s latest silicon enables a new class of the ultra-light and super-thin interconnects for
the most advanced industrial designs for wearable devices through the use of the Company’s
patented, high speed active signal processing and power delivery technology.

ABOUT SPECTRA7 MICROSYSTEMS INC.
Spectra7 Microsystems Inc. is a high performance analog semiconductor company delivering
unprecedented speed, resolution and signal fidelity to consumer and wireless infrastructure
products. Spectra7’s new system-level components address throughput bottlenecks and satisfy
the exponential demand for more bandwidth and lower costs in mobile and internet
infrastructure equipment, including handsets, tablets, base stations and microwave backhaul
systems. Spectra7 is headquartered in Markham, Ontario with development centers in Silicon
Valley, Irvine, California and Cork, Ireland. For more information, please visit www.spectra7.com.
CAUTIONARY NOTES
Certain information in this news release may constitute forward-looking information. This
information is based on current expectations that are subject to significant risks and
uncertainties that are difficult to predict. Actual results might differ materially from results
suggested in any forward-looking statements. Spectra7 assumes no obligation to update the
forward-looking statements, or to update the reasons why actual results could differ from those
reflected in the forward looking-statements unless and until required by securities laws
applicable to Spectra7. Additional information identifying risks and uncertainties is contained in
Spectra7's filings with the Canadian securities regulators available at www.sedar.com.
Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is
defined in the policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the
adequacy or accuracy of this release.
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